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1 Introduction

In recent years, the HPC community has increasingly grown its interest towards the Arm architecture with research projects targeting primarily the installation of Arm-based clusters. State of the art research project examples are the European Mont-Blanc, the Japanese Post-K, and the UKs GW4/EPSRC.

Primarily attention is usually given to hardware platforms, and the Arm HPC community is growing as the hardware is evolving towards HPC workloads via solutions borrowed from mobile market e.g., big.LITTLE and additions such as Armv8-A Scalable Vector Extension (SVE) technology. However the availability of a mature software ecosystem and the possibility of running large and complex HPC applications plays a key role in the consolidation process of a new technology, especially in a conservative market like HPC.

For this reason in this poster we present a preliminary evaluation of the Arm system software ecosystem, limited here to the Arm HPC Compiler and the Arm Performance Libraries, together with a porting and testing of three fairly complex HPC code suites: QuantumESPRESSO, WRF and FEniCS.

The selection of these codes has not been totally random: they have been in fact proposed as HPC challenges during the last two editions of the Student Cluster Competition at ISC [1] where all the authors have been involved operating an Arm-based cluster and awarded with the Fan Favorite award.

2 Related work

A state of the art status of the Arm system software ecosystem can be found in [2]: this worked as starting point for our work. Of course we have been strongly inspired by our previous work [3], but we differentiate from it because i) we focus on system software and applications and ii) we evaluate Arm-v8 platforms.

We also did not put any effort in tuning codes nor compilers in order to get more vectorized code like proposed in [4] because we wanted to emulate an end-
user experience, taking his current code and executing as-is on an Arm-based platform.

Also, we did not extend our evaluation to novel Arm extensions, like e.g., the SVE study presented in [5, 6] because the level of maturity of SVE do not allow us to test on real platforms with real complex HPC codes.

3 Methodology

We structured our preliminary study of the HPC system software for Arm first evaluating the compilers technology available, then the most common math library solutions and finally using large production HPC codes. For this study we used some of the Arm-based mini-clusters installed at Barcelona Supercomputing Center within the Mont-Blanc project [7].

3.1 Compilers comparison

We perform a comparison between the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) 7.1.0 and the Arm HPC Compiler 1.3.0. The Arm HPC Compiler has been developed by Arm for Arm-based platforms to be used in HPC environments and it is based on LLVM. C, C++ and Fortran compilers are included in both suites. As we evaluate them on a multi-core shared memory environment the OpenMP runtimes become also relevant. Both have been evaluated using the default OpenMP runtime: libgomp for GCC and libomp for the Arm HPC Compiler.

For the comparison in a serial / single-core environment we use the Polybench benchmark suite [8], while for the study in a shared memory context, we use two well recognized mini-apps, Lulesh and CoMD from the ExMatEx effort [9]. In all cases we use the flags -O3 -mcpu={cortex-a57,thunderx}.

3.2 Math library comparison

BLAS, LAPACK and FFT are a collection of low-level math routines commonly used by the scientific community. The Arm Performance Libraries implement them and are maintained, supported and tuned by Arm for a wide range of Arm-based SoCs using OpenMP for their parallel version. We compared the following flavours of math libraries:

- Arm Performance Libraries 2.2.0
- ATLAS 3.11.39 + FFTW 3.3.6
- OpenBLAS 0.2.20 + FFTW 3.3.6.

Since neither ATLAS nor OpenBLAS include an FFT implementation, they must be combined with an FFT implementation, for which we choose FFTW.

For the evaluation we first consider a DGEMM micro-benchmark and then a large HPC production code, QuantumESPRESSO [10]. The latter is mostly
written in Fortran and uses MPI and (optionally) OpenMP to exploit parallelism. As its implementation uses BLAS, LAPACK and FFT functions, it is a good candidate for the evaluation of the Arm Performance Libraries in a real HPC application. We evaluated the execution time of the MPI only code running the *pwscf-small* input set [11] on 8 cores of our AMD Seattle SoC [7]. For this evaluation we used GCC 7.1.0 to compile the codes.

### 3.3 Production HPC applications

Besides QuantumESPRESSO used for evaluating the math-library, we consider in our study two more applications: WRF [12] and FEniCS [13]. The common idea behind this choice is to try to evaluate the effort of porting, building and running two complex and modular codes relevant for scientists and for the HPC community. The second reason for choosing them is because both of them were part of the Student Cluster Competition challenges of 2016 and 2017 [1], in which all the authors of this poster have been involved.

For WRF we briefly present the porting effort needed for having it built on two Arm-based clusters and its scalability. For FEniCS we present as well the list of dependencies needed for having the suite up and running on an Arm-based computing environment and we show that, thanks to the careful recompilation of all the components, a real parallel execution on the FEniCS suite is possible.

Both WRF and FEniCS do not offer a native distribution that can be considered plug-and-play for Arm. For this reason we plan to release our porting effort in the official Arm repository of HPC application and system software [14].

### 3.4 Future work

As already mentioned, we plan to repeat our evaluation of the math libraries using the Arm Performance Libraries combined with FFTW, while waiting for a more optimized version of FFT functions from Arm.

For the compilers comparison, we plan to use clustering techniques to analyze the behaviour of number of total instructions vs instructions per cycles (IPC) in different parallel configurations with Lulesh and CoMD.

We also plan to extend our evaluation of WRF involving more input sets and more MPI ranks for the NVIDIA JetsonTX1 platform. Also, besides performance figures we will include *energy to solution* and *energy delay product* considerations.

### 4 Conclusions

Concerning compilers, in a serial environment we notice significant better performance of the Arm HPC Compiler in benchmarks involving matrix-matrix operations and on average we reproduce the already studied behaviour [15]. In a parallel environment, we noticed better performance at higher number of cores.
and fine grained parallelism using Arm HPC Compiler. This seems to be related to lower overhead of thread creation/destruction in the OpenMP runtime of the Arm HPC Compiler. In presence of a more coarse grain parallelism, the overhead of thread creation/destruction is less significant and there is a similar tendency of the two compilers with a slight advantage ∼20% in favour of GCC.

Concerning math-libraries, the performance obtained with the Arm Performance Libraries 2.2.0 in a DGEMM micro-benchmark is comparable with the one offered by other optimized libraries for small matrix sizes. Performance gain can be noticed with matrix sizes bigger than 1500 × 1500 elements. Arm Performance Libraries also suffer probably a premature implementation of the FFT-related functions that can be compensated for the moment calling functions of the FFTW library.

The evaluation of large production HPC codes has been flawless, allowing us to build and execute two modular suites, WRF and FEniCS, supporting all the available parallelism, without major obstacles.

In general, the Arm software ecosystem has been proven mature enough for running on Arm-based cluster without major restrictions even in an educational project like Student Cluster Competition. Performance wise, the results are in-line with other mainstream comparable software (e.g., GCC, ATLAS, BLAS, OpenBLAS) with two exceptions: i) the Arm tools allow to reach a significant better performance in matrix-matrix operations, while ii) further optimization work should be done for the FFT part.
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